LOGO DESIGNS

Learning, caring, and making a difference.

SmartLot
TOYOTA’S

Payments

PRINT DESIGNS

I started my career at Valpak in Largo, Florida. I worked for over 5 years on
direct mail pieces. Climbing through the corporate world. Eventually placed on
a spec ad team where I created ready-to go ads for the sales force around the
country to bring to potential clients.

My second job in my career was at
Bay Publications in Clearwater, FL
where I worked on various Real Estate
Advertisements and Publications.
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In 2008 I took an Art Director position at ESM and relocated to the East Coast of Florida in Brevard County
Forget all the moments
of waterborne glory —
Jonathan Mincher
and Rob Brown let
the allure of road’s end
transport them in Tahiti.
Photo: Ryan Struck

LUKE MARKS
SEBASTIAN INLET, FLORIDA
MAY 18th, 2011
PHOTOGRAPHY BY NATE ADAMS

PHOTOGRAPHER’S VIEWPOINT:
“I’ve had this idea for some time now after seeing a photo Daniel Pullen shot
of Brett Barley a few years back at the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse for an ESM
Fuji Moment. I wanted to create something similar, where ideally you can’t see
through your subject without any ghosting, which is pretty hard considering you
have to stand perfectly still while the shutter is open for 30 seconds. That may
seem long, but when the wind’s blowing and you have a sleepy yet supermotivated grom, it becomes a challenge that can still be fun when you know
the outcome. Luke has been a favorite of mine to shoot with and try new
things, as he is always amped whether it’s surfing or lifestyles, with nary a
complaint or ‘are we done yet?’

BODY GLOVE

PR1ME – SLANT ZIP
Thickness: 4/3mm, 3/2mm
Features: The All New PR1ME features Advanced
Pryostretch insulation designed to utilize your body’s natural
distribution of heat. Vaporlock seams with 100% external
Fluid Seal. Super stretch, super light EVOflex composite
blend of materials. Enhanced Top Entry Design eliminating
two layers of neoprene. Double Lock S-Seal wrist and
ankles eliminating a major point of water entry. Nano Tritec
Kneepads that are ergonomically designed and anatomically
tested. “The Only Thing That Changed Is Everything.”
MSRP: $359.99 (4/3mm), $339.99 (3/2mm)
Website: www.BodyGlove.com

We had tried a shot like this a couple days before but on the Eau Gallie
Causeway to get the speed blurs of passing cars and the rising full moon,
which I hoped would add even more of an effect to the image. I was pretty
stoked with the results, but of course it wasn’t too beach-related other than
Luke and his board. So I thought doing something similar at Sebastian Inlet
with the jetty and the bridge lights in the background would be cool. But I
wasn’t sure how it would turn out due to the lack of street lighting, unlike
the Causeway shoot.
This was actually the very first shot we took that night, and I made jokes
like, ‘Okay, let’s go home, that’s a keeper!’ The 2x2-inch screen on the
back of your camera can trick you into thinking you’ve got the money
shot, but when I got home and saw it on a larger monitor, it actually turned
out to be the money shot. But it’s still best to keep trying with different
outfits and board placement to see what else you get.

HURLEY

FUSION 302 CHEST ZIP (FEATURED IN CYAN)
Thickness: 5/4/3mm Hooded, 4/3mm, 3/2mm
Features: Chest zip entry — proven performance
with maximum flexibility; Fusion tape — UV-resistant
seam reinforcement; Seamless paddle zones — zero
restriction in high-flex areas; Knee shield — supratex
abrasion resistant jersey; Recoil — pre-bent leg
design is further enhanced by engineered embossing
of back knee; Stealth pocket — exterior access key
pocket with cord. MSRP: $275 (5/4/3mm Hooded),
$255 (4/3mm), $235 (3/2mm)
Website: www.Hurley.com

HYPERFLEX

AMP A-3 FRONT ZIP HOODED
Thickness: 6/5/4mm, 5/4/3mm
Features: Cold Water Performance: 100%
Ampstretch Superstretch neoprene, 100%
interior lined with Warm Base Thermal fabric,
Hollow Fiber firewall (chest/back/hood),
diagonal PK Waterproof mini chest zip,
exterior fusion liquid tape. MSRP: $299.99
(6/5/4mm), $289.99 (5/4/3mm)
Website: www.HyperflexUSA.com

HYPERFLEX

AMP A-3 FRONT ZIP
Thickness: 4/3mm, 3/2mm
Features: Cold Water Performance: 100%
Ampstretch Superstretch neoprene, 100%
interior lined with Warm Base Thermal fabric,
Hollow Fiber firewall (chest/back), PK Waterproof
mini zip with back gusset, exterior fusion liquid
tape. MSRP: $279.99 (4/3mm), $269.99 (3/2mm)
Website: www.HyperflexUSA.com

HYPERFLEX

AMP A-3 BACK ZIP
Thickness: 4/3mm, 3/2mm
Features: Cold Water Performance: 100%
Ampstretch Superstretch neoprene, 100%
interior lined with Warm Base Thermal
fabric, Hollow Fiber firewall (chest/back), PK
Waterproof mini zip with back gusset, drain
vents, exterior fusion liquid tape.
MSPR: $279.99 (4/3mm), $269.99 (3/2mm)
Website: www.HyperflexUSA.com

HYPERFLEX

AMP TEAM LIMITED FRONT ZIP
Thickness: 5/4/3mm hooded, 4/3mm, 3/2mm
Features: Wear the suit the HF pros wear: 100%
Secret X Team neoprene, Hollow Fiber firewall
(chest/back), YKK mini chest zip, 100% sealed
exterior moon tape, limited edition colorway and
graphics. Like a fine microbrew, available in limited
batches. MSRP: $289.99 (5/4/3mm),
$259.99 (4/3mm), $249.99 (3/2mm)
Website: www.HyperflexUSA.com

PATAGONIA

MEN’S R3® FRONT-ZIP HOODED FULLSUIT
Thickness: 3mm Features: Water: 48-55
F. The highest quality neoprene, lined with
chlorine-free merino wool in a patented grid
pattern for stretch, durability, and warmth.
Triple-glued and blind-stitched seams, bar-tack
reinforcements, PVC-free kneepads, internal
neck gasket and vertical zipper designed
for better seal. MSRP: $575
Website: www.Patagonia.com/Wetsuits

PATAGONIA

WOMEN’S R3® FRONT-ZIP FULL SUIT
Thickness: 3mm Features: Water: 48-55 F. Patagonia
wetsuits are made from the highest quality neoprene
that meets our standards for stretch and durability. The
difference is in the details: it takes about six hours and
45 minutes to make a Patagonia suit — about twice
as long as it takes to make most wetsuits. Quality
this good comes with time and care. MSRP: $500
Website: www.Patagonia.com/Wetsuits

The set-up was tricky. I had Luke stand in three pre-designated spots
for about 7 seconds each, then move to the next spot carefully without
making a bunch of footprints everywhere turning the sand into a mess.
I had Darren, Luke’s old man, flash Luke manually on my signal, all while
I made sure Luke was looking at the camera with the same face, hand
placement, and board alignment to ensure consistency throughout the
image. It all had to happen in just 30 seconds, making it quite the challenge,
but we were joking and having fun, which is pretty important in any shoot.

Six years ago, surfing was my life. Today, surfing is still my life. It’s just funny how much those two definitions now diverge.

We also had to wait for the sun to go down at 8:30 p.m. — kind of late for
a 12-year-old to be awake and motivated. But it was necessary to get the
lights from underneath the Inlet bridge, from the only fisherman on the jetty
(the white light on the right side of the frame over Luke’s left shoulder), as well
as some from the jetty itself (the red light just on the other side of his board). I
also needed the fisheye to get everything composed, while trying to minimize
the bowing effect a fisheye can have on the horizon and subject if you’re not
careful. But it worked out nicely in this case — it just took some coordination
during the shoot by everyone, with Luke playing the key role. Of course, I’m
always stoked to have a subject willing to give it their all to nail the shot no
matter what it takes!”

Before I started at ESM, I worked for several years as a bartender, so I had all the time in the
world to surf whenever there was a ripple in the ocean. To devour every surf magazine I got
my hands on. To spend hours dissecting surf videos, more hours watching live webcasts
of surf contests, and even more hours parsing details of surf forecasts near and far.

EQUIPMENT CHECK:

O’NEILL

1. Camera: Canon Mark II N
2. Lens: Tokina Fisheye f/3.5
3. Exposure: ISO 100, 30 seconds @ f/11
4. One Monfrotto Tripod
5. One 800W Alien Bee Flash
6. One Medium Octobox
7. One Vagabond Mini Battery Pack
8. One Extension Cord
9. Two Pocket Wizard Plus II transceivers
10. One Father aka Light Bitch
11. One Luke Marks with surfboard
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PSYCHOFREAK WITH XDS-AIR FIREWALL
Thickness: 4.5/3.5mm, 3.5/2.5mm
Features: The 2011 Psychofreak features three of
O’Neill’s new exclusive features. XDS-Air Firewall,
new Triple XDS neoprene in the sleeves and
shoulders, and the new SuperSeam Weld, which
is 60% thinner and lighter than all other fluid seam
welds. The Psychofreak also features Z.E.N. Zip
Closure System, Minimal Seam Design, Seamless
Paddle Zones, Krypto Knee Padz, and all new
Super Seal cuffs. MSRP: $579.95 (4.5/3.5mm),
$549.95 (3.5/2.5mm) Website: www.ONeill.com
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O’NEILL
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Thickness: 5.5/4mm with hood, 4/3mm, 3/2mm
Features: O’Neill’s exclusive environmentally friendly
UltraFlex RG8 Neoprene, redesigned the F.U.Z.E.
Closure System to make it even easier to get in and
out of, RG8-Air Firewall to the chest, Super Seal cuffs,
Single Fluid Seam Weld, Double Super Seal Neck,
and Krypto Knee Padz. To top off this list of upgrades,
the RG8 is available with built-in hood.
MSRP: $429.95 (5.5/4mm with hood), $389.95
(4/3mm), $369.95 (3/2mm)
Website: www.ONeill.com

O’NEILL

MUTANT
Thickness: 5/4mm, 4/3mm,
Youth available in 4/3mm
Features: 50% UltraFlex, 50% FluidFlex™, unique
Modular Closure System, a detachable Crew Neck
and Hood option, updated and improved ease of
entry, Smooth Skin UltraFlex Firewall in chest and
lumbar panels, Exterior Fluid Seam Weld, Neck
Facing Glideskin, Krypto Knee Padz, and updated
graphics. MSRP: $349.95 (5/4mm), $329.95
(4/3mm), $244.95 (Youth 4/3mm)
Website: www.ONeill.com

PROMOTION

6/4mm CHARGER FULLSUIT
Thickness: 6/4mm Features: Based in the Pacific
Northwest, the crew at ProMotion knows how to
build coldwater wetsuits. ProMotion’s 6/4mm Charger
Fullsuit offers the easy entry of a back zip, with an
over-the-head Zipper Dam on the inside. The hood
is completely removable. Liquid Tape makes for
bombproof watertight seams. Super-Stretch Material is
used throughout, and removable leg straps secure your
ankles if needed. ProMotion wetsuits are only available
through their Oregon company store or online.
MSRP: $279 Website: www.Wetsuit.com

PROMOTION

4/3mm CHARGER FULLSUIT
Thickness: 4/3mm Features: In the Pacific Northwest
we call this a summer suit. ProMotion’s 4/3mm
Charger fullsuit offers the easy entry of a back zip,
with an over-the-head Zipper Dam on the inside.
Liquid Tape makes for bombproof watertight seams.
Super-Stretch Material is used throughout, and
removable leg straps secure your ankles if needed.
ProMotion wetsuits are only available through their
Oregon company store or online.
MSRP: $239 Website: www.Wetsuit.com

QUIKSILVER

CYPHER FUSEFLEX
Thickness: 4/3mm, 3/2mm
Features: Unrestricted warmth. Featuring
FUSEFLEX™ stitchless seam technology
with PLIO-TECH thermal air chamber
neoprene, BIO-FLEECE thermal lining,
waterproof chest zip, and BEADLOCK
chest, wrist, and ankle seals.
MSRP: $489.95 (4/3mm), $474.95 (3/2mm)
Website: www.Quiksilver.com/wetsuits

RIP CURL

FLASH BOMB CHEST ZIP
Thickness: 4/3mm, 3/2mm
Features: Flash Dry is an exclusive new
weave technology with two engineered layers
— the first is designed so the water passes
through it directly into the second layer. The
second layer then funnels the water rapidly
out of the suit once it is hung up. Dry in a
Flash! MSRP: $419.95 (4/3mm), $399.95
(3/2mm) Website: www.RipCurl.com

XCEL

DRYLOCK
Thickness: 5/4mm hooded, 4/3mm hooded,
4/3mm, 3/2mm Features: Stay dry, stay warm,
stay in. The DRYLOCK System features all-new,
high-performance QDF Quick-Dry Fiber exterior;
waterproof DRYLOCK zipper; seamless DRYLOCK
wrist seals; Fusion Seams; air-chambered insulating
Airprene; and heat-retaining ThermoCarbon lining.
MSRP: $470 (5/4mm hooded), $460 (4/3mm
hooded), $450 (4/3mm), $440 (3/2mm)
Website: www.XcelWetsuits.com

Today, I do nearly the same thing, only at a nine-to-five job that affords me a decent paycheck
and an office located less than two blocks from the beach. But as I and every other surf mag
editor who’s ever come before can attest, working in this industry does funny things to your
brain. It makes you immune to pretty pictures. It inures you to otherwise compelling
stories. And it often leads to a severe decrease in water time attributable to a variety of
factors: surf-bro burnout, the double-edged sword of working at something you love and
never being able to switch it off, increased domestic duties, blah blah blah. If you’re a
regular reader of this page, you’ve heard the same ol’ story several times before.
Which is another challenge of writing about surfing for five-plus years. Once you’ve
covered the same subjects, the same events, the same locations, and the same people time
after time, how do you shake things up and make them fresh as well?
For me personally — and for you, the reader, hopefully — I think this issue may have done it.
Start with the photo on this page. More than any other image I’ve seen in the last half-decade, it
truly made my jaw drop. And here’s the kicker: other than the distant ocean at which Jonathan
Mincher and Rob Brown are gazing, it’s decidedly un-surfy. Instead, it invokes the allure of travel
— the siren song of the open road — which has driven millions before us to wander the globe.
Further along in this issue, three professional surfers push themselves outside their respective
comfort zones in Iceland — and almost pay dearly for it. Eight stickered-up groms get a
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lesson in preparedness and persistence in Panama. Two New Yorkers ruminate on cold
comforts across the pond in Ireland. And three relatively unknown guys from New Jersey
get the barrels of their lives in Indonesia while exploring the pros and cons of feral travel.
What i’ve really come to appreciate about surfing — especially as work, family, and other
responsibilities afford me less and less time to actually do it — are the raw moments of grandeur,
like those that each surfer featured in this issue found on his journey. Those moments, and the
inevitable search for them, are what made us start surfing in the first place. Not the smug satisfaction
of landing the perfectly rotated frontside air, but the unadulterated joy of our first successful
ride. Not the cocky retelling of our umpteenth eight-hour session, but the inexplicable flickers of
understanding that come as we discover the ins and outs of aquatic devotion. Not the woe-isme arrogance of yet another airport run, but the wide-eyed wonder of our first international trip.
Although ESM’s usual standards of persuasive storytelling and powerful photography make
it hard to transmit those simple feelings in print, everything we do still hearkens back to
those moments. The ones that first inspired you, me, and everyone we know to pick up surf
magazines way back when. The ones that first inspired us to drive countless pre-dawn hours
for the chance at a few cold, windblown waves. The ones that still inspire us today, no matter
how much inflammatory Internet detritus we pile on top of our once-innocent surfing existences.
For all of us, the definition of surfing changes as we grow older. Some surf more, and some
surf less; some become more addicted, and some drift away. But no matter how often or how
rarely we get to paddle out, the magnetism of those aforementioned moments will never change.
How you fulfill or suppress the desire to achieve those moments is up to you. I just hope the photos
and words in this particular issue of ESM will help you along the way. By Nick McGregor

PUBLISHED PHOTO SHOOTS

Spacecoast Business • Pro Surfer CJ Hobgood’s relationship with non profit TWLOHA. Helping suicidal teens

Photo shoot for Skimster. An online section on gulfster.com launched in 2006 for
skim boarding the gulf coast of Florida. Viewed by over 100,000 unique.

(Above) Transworld Surf Article
on Greg Agerskov II,
250,000+ distribution world wide

Shot for Post Card Inn hotel in St. Pete Beach. Exclusive Rights for the hotel lobby

AD CAMPAIGNS

National Ad Campaign for Ocean Potion • Surfer: Jeff Myers • 25,000 Distribution

BIC SURFBOARDS

BIC SURFBOARDS

9’4” Super Magnum
shaped by Peter Pan

7’3” Mini Malibu shaped
by Gerard Dabbadie

EIGHT:SIXTEEN
SURFBOARDS

FOX
SURFBOARDS

Width: 27.5”

Width: 21.25”

9’0” shaped by Chris
Johnson

5’7” Wave Weapon Pro
shaped by John Parton

Thickness: 3.75”

Thickness: 2.50”

Width: 23”

Width: 19”

Phone:
508-273-1106

Phone:
508-273-1106

Thickness: 2 5/8”

Thickness: 2.3”

E-mail:
ted.panagiotis@bicworld.com

E-mail:
ted.panagiotis@bicworld.com

Phone:
610-506-8835

Website:
www.FoxSurfboards.com

Website:
www.BicSurfboards.com

Website:
www.BicSurfboards.com

E-mail:
surf816@comcast.net

Comments:
The all-new ACS Super
Magnum, designed by
East Coast Surfing Hall
of Famer Peter Pan, is
the perfect surfboard
for heavy beginners and
intermediate surfers.

Comments:
The ACS Mini Malibu
is the world’s single
best-selling surfboard,
and it now comes
powered by FCS fins.

Comments:
Baron Knowlton says
he has a whole new
appreciation for small
waves now: “I can’t
believe it, really amazing.”

Comments:
Eight:Sixteen Surfboards
is dedicated to making
fun, high-end surfboards
of all different shapes and
sizes for you to cherish
for years to come. Check
us out on the web at the
Eight:Sixteen Facebook
fan page. Boards are
available at Summer
Sun Surf Shop in Cape
May, NJ. Custom orders
welcome.

NITRO
SURFBOARDS

NXTC
SURFBOARDS

PERFECTION
SURFBOARDS

5’4” Torpedo

5’10” Mush Monsta
shaped by Tommy
Daniels

6’2” Buffersquash
shaped by
KR Designs

Width: 21”

Nose: 13.5”

Thickness: 2 5/8”

Width: 20.5”

Concave: 3XC

Tail: 15”

Phone:
941-726-1713

Thickness: 2.5”

E-mail:
info@nitrosurfboards.com
Website:
www.NitroSurfboards.com
Comments:
Blow it up in the water!
Nitro Surfboards were
developed to give East
Coast groms an alternative to Channel Islands
and …Lost with better
quality, higher performance designs for East
Coast waves at a lower
cost. Built for speed,
hacks, and bustin’ big
airs, our special EPX
construction keeps board
weight at around five to
six pounds. If you want
your surfing to blow up,
get a Nitro. Dealer inquiries welcome.
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Website:
www.Eight-Sixteen.com

Website:
www.NXTCSurf.com
Comments:
Slop sharts itself,
gutless dribble dreads
these… “The Mush
Monstas.” A serious
essential to your quiver,
these fat little fullvolume grovelers have
a ton more spunk than
a fish, but still catch
waves with ease.
Created in a wide
range of lengths and
sizes, call today and
uncage a “MONSTA.”

Phone:
843-651-6396
E-mail:
krshapes@aol.com
Website:
www.Facebook.com/
pages/Village-SurfShoppe/90547683923
Comments:
CSC Perfection
epoxies just arrived,
limited supply!
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House Ad Campaigns for ESM • 25,000 Distribution

I started Gulfster in 2002. In 2007 this was my 5th year
party Campaign on St. Pete Beach. Attended by hundreds

Ad Campaign for Doctor Gelman Hair Restoration
for various magazines.

RICKY
CARROLL
SURFBOARDS
6’6” Mini Me shaped
by Ricky Carroll
Nose: 17 1/4”
Width: 20 1/2”
Tail: 14 1/4”
Thickness: 2 5/8”
Phone:
321-636-4456
Ordering address:
488 Gus Hipp Blvd.
Rockledge, FL 32955
Website:
www.RickyCarrollSurfboards.com
Comments:
Can’t get any more
fun than a scaled
performance longboard
with quad fins!

MERCHANDISE

Merchandise for Gulfster.com. Over 10,000 units sold (T-Shirts, Hats, Decals, Hoodies, Stickers, Beanies)

Client: The Holy Mud Company Product shot for
Amazon.com. Over 100,000 units sold world wide

T-Shirt for EasternSurf.com. Over 500 sold

WEB
July 2002- Present:
Website creator and admin for gulfster.com
The most viewed surfing website in the state of
Florida. Based on surfing the gulf. Over 1 million
unique visits in it’s 15
11 year history. Managed
and maintained daily updates, managed and
maintained key accounts.

1/2008 - 4/2013
Website Admin for EasternSurf.com
Helped manage and maintain daily editorial
updates for EasternSurf.com

